Wideman PM Website updates announced for April 2020

PM EDUCATION NEWS

31 March 2020 – Ontario, Canada – Max Wideman has announced updates to his popular project management website, www.maxwideman.com. According to Max:

This month we’ve posted the following:

**Guests:** Scott Matthews sets out to forecast changes that will take place in the **practice of project management in 2020** (written before the covid-19 pandemic outbreak). Scott tackles such items as Hybrid PM; Working with Remote Teams; Use of Artificial Intelligence; Use of Kanban Boards; and deliberately recruiting and training Weak Performers.

**Musings:** Max comments on Aimee Laurence’s recommendations for **How to Avoid These Top 10 Project Management Mistakes**. Assuming that you have the necessary authority, these are basic mistakes that you should definitely and deliberately avoid if you really want your project to be successful.

**Project management tip of the month** — The Accountability principle:

Accountability and Reliability are expected in return for the delegation of Responsibility and Authority

Hence: R+A = A'+R' !

~~~~~~~~~~

If you are looking for answers, guidelines or templates, check out Max’s Issacons - “Issues and Considerations” - that are presented in bullet form for quick and easy reference by project managers.


Max Wideman is one of the world’s best-known project management authorities. An engineer and professional project manager, his experience includes systems, social and environmental projects, as well as design and engineering projects. He is a Fellow of the Project Management Institute, of which he is past president and chairman and for which he led the development of the 1987 version of the Project Management Body of Knowledge. He is also a Fellow of the Institution of Civil Engineers (UK), the Engineering Institute of Canada, and the Canadian Society of Civil Engineering.

His personal web site at http://www.maxwideman.com is a source of superior project management knowledge and information. It is free to the public.